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1. Parking Lots
A giant, sprawling parking lot laid out in front of a Wal Mart-K Mart-JC
Penny-Stop’N’Shop-TJ Maxx-Big Lots!-Ocean State Job Lot complex: constantly throbbing
with life, the buzz of shopping carts, children and animals “waiting in the car,” lampposts
flickering on and off…. In winter, in snow-country, these are where the biggest mountains of
snow are to be found, for the obvious fact that such a vast space needs to be quickly snowless. Or
a smaller lot, with only one inward ribcage of white strips stabbing at a narrow automobile
corridor, beside a crouching, nearly-brown building that houses a podiatrist’s office, a tanning
facility, a tailor, and a Chipotle: pathetic is the word for these lots. If the Wal Mart lot is New
York City, this lot is Greenfield, Massachusetts. Or a parking lot of a Mormon Church, at the
bottom of a hill, in a residential neighborhood: the lot is empty six days a week, but bustling on
Sunday.
These examples begin to describe what I find loveable about parking lots: their infinite
variability, within restricted bounds. The color of the paint is the most obvious. Faded whites,
strong cold whites, yellows, oranges, against ever-changing qualities of pavement. Shiny in the
rain, the water pooling into brown, leafy, miniature ponds teeming with brief microscopic life….
Some lines have been repaved, repainted, so you can see the ghosts of previous organizational
systems. Some still use the fairly outmoded parking meter, more these days use computer-aided
numbering systems. The painted numbers sometimes appear in negative: a small rectangle is
filled in, and this rectangle encloses the numbers, which are sort of carved out of it. Though most
are in positive: the number is painted on, with no small background rectangle. A parker takes
note of the number on their “spot,” takes this memory to a refrigerator-size machine, deposits the
memory (translated into buttons) as well as money, in the form of coins (a permanent, material
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unloading) or credit card (a temporary material communion, which stands for a permanent
deposit, despite not being physical—and this actually tends to cost 5-10% more than the coins,
because of the extra work that the machine has to do to think about the apparent contradiction).
After it thinks, the machine spits out a ticket, which the parker then places on the dashboard of
their car, on the inside, so no one steals it, or the wind doesn’t blow it away.
This sort of system is standard these days, though parking “apps” are becoming available.
With this technology parkers only have to dig out their smartphones, visit the app store,
download the app, type in their name, credit card, “year-make-and-model,” license number,
license plate number, VIN number, upload an EZ-Scan of their insurance information, and they
can pay “on the go.”
“Infinite variability, within restricted bounds.” An aside: this is precisely the reason we
love certain athletes, writers, musicians, and artists. If they were completely, anarchically,
infinitely varied, there wouldn’t be much to grasp onto, there wouldn’t be a pattern from which
their unique ability could emerge. Michael Jordan, Brian Eno, Patricia Highsmith, Mark Rothko:
we remember these people, return to these people, learn from these people, not because of their
complete and total disregard for the establishment, but because of the way they worked within
established zones, outsmarted expectations, and created new variations using the tools and rules
given to them.
Back to the phenomenon of the parking lot. The flora is just as diverse as the possible
methods of payment. The selection and placement of small trees is poignant. They always will be
small, simply because a tree that’s too big is dangerous for cars, and an expansive root system
will inevitably warp and crack the immaculate pavement. Whether the trees are maintained like
bonsai trees, their roots and branches bound, or they’re dug up and replaced every few years, I
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don’t know. Fairies and trolls with gardening shears make sure the flower arrangements and
hedges remain trimmed and healthy, and that they never traverse the invisible walls implied by
the bright-yellow-painted cement holsters that enclose them.
This brings me to perhaps the most architecturally interesting aspect of parking lots: what
I’d like to call their “dividing plots.” By this I mean the 6” high curb embankments, often full of
reddish wood chips, the aforementioned flora, sometimes wooden gates that both protect us from
hasty parkers and remind us of times spent in rural areas, and lampposts. In large parking lots,
these plots tend to feature inset paths that act as walkways humans can use—since they have
parked and are now without their car—from one end of the lot to, presumably, a store. There are
innumerable subtle aspects that I wish to point to, admitting the narrowness of scope possible
here: the varying materials (granite, irregular granite blocks, asphalt) used to make curbs;
drainage systems laid into said curbs; color-coordinated patterns that silently admonish drivers to
not park in certain places; the way some curb precipices are rounded into quarter-circles, slope
vertically down, and then perform an equal curve in the negative direction, flattening into the
ground; while other curbs aim futilely for that ever elusive right angle, only to be smashed into
submission—you’re just like the rest of them, you’ll never be perfect—by low bumpers and
snowplows.
What I find most captivating about the plots is the unending multiplicity of their shapes.
They’re rarely the elementary, nameable shapes of “rectangles,” “circles,” “ovals,” even
“irregular trapezoids.” Much more often the shapes are completely beyond the terms supplied by
traditional geometrical education. There are acute triangles squished unexpectedly to ends of
rounded rectangles, circles sliced awkwardly on one side, crowning long thin irregular
parallelograms on the other end. They’re artistic solutions to mundane problems: problems that
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arise between humans and nature (What do we do about the stream? The rocky hillside?),
between humans and cars (How should we handle cars with unwieldy turning radii?), and
between shopper and shoppee (How do we give our customers the most satisfying parking
experience?).
What is the most satisfying parking experience? It fits perfectly, in a very unfortunate
way, into our current societal tendencies. The most satisfying parking experience is one that
disappears from memory instantly. Parking one’s car is never an experience to savor. It’s a
miniscule step between slightly more memorable steps, en route to an actual step, say, “cooking
dinner” or “performing a plumbing operation.” This division of experience into temporal,
nameable, ever-dissolving steps is perhaps nothing new. Maybe part of the “human condition,”
due to our ability to imagine, to see patterns, and therefore to plan, is to foresee, to divide, to
calculate, in which case the experience of the parking lot is merely a current expression, a current
symptom, of a disease that has been with us since the formation of societies—as making tools
was in millennia past.
The condition of endlessly planning and dividing our time, prizing some times over other
times, gives rise to the refrain, “I hope this will end so I can do something else,” spoken, thought
quietly, unconsciously, as we compare the clock on the wrist to the clock on the phone to the
clock on the wall. It suggests a desire to find freedom in a certain way: If we could only break
out! Scream! Drink to the point of blacking out! Run around naked! Shoot into outer space! Then
we’d be free!
As there appears to be this infinite exterior freedom in the casting off of society’s chains,
in achieving something, in arriving somewhere somehow unbounded, there is a lesser
appreciated infinite interior freedom, which finds representation in the variability of a parking
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lot. One can sink one’s attention eternally into the variations of a parking lot, as rainwater sinks
and streams through the minor variations of pavement, washes over the paint, evaporates on a
hot day, mixes with gasoline into a black rainbow puddle.

Fig. 1: Nick Benfey, Infinite Parking Lot, 2021, oil and acrylic on canvas, 48x44 in.
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2. Houses and Humans
A lot of people have told me “the houses are like people” in my paintings. There’s some
depth to this comparison that I’d like to discuss.
A house is a container for life; one could describe a body like this. But moving beyond
this play on words, I want to consider the physical and mental matter of our lives that is not only
similar to but involved with the house’s existence: the hair on the couch and bed, the spit on the
dishes and in the sink, the fecal and urinal waste all through the pipes, the skin cells the nasty
scientists have told us account for most of the dust we find on every surface.
Physically it is always hard to separate one’s body from one’s surroundings. Nonetheless
we do this. We say, “I am me, you are you, this is a rock, this is a building.” We separate based
on—well, based on what? Habit? “I am Nick, this mind, this body,” as opposed to “I am the
sensations of the universe.” Both are, in a way, accurate, but neither do justice to our experience
of the situation.
I suppose a house is like clothes—we change clothes, just as we might move from house
to house. But we don’t consider either to be ourselves. We might consider our skin, our bodies,
more ourselves. But skin, most of our anatomy, is just like our clothes: it completely replaces
itself every seven years—the nasty doctors say. (Where has our body gone? A lot of it’s probably
in the pipes, on the walls.)
I say “most” of our anatomy: many brain cells, interestingly, don’t replace themselves
over the course of a lifetime. And in this, they seem different than skin and houses, perhaps more
essential.
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“The unconscious is structured like a language.”1 So said Lacan. It seems to me, what’s
just as important as the two obvious terms in the comparison is the latent, linking word:
“structured” - built. What language and the unconscious have in common is the quality of being
structured. When we think about syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations, metonymy and
metaphor, displacement and condensation, we imagine three-dimensional, architectural spaces of
meaning. We think of moving across, between floors; meanings close to or far away from other
meanings; enigmatic signs layered above, below, beside others. Perhaps it seems only natural
that our mental experience—which is to say our entire experience—is informed, constantly
affected, and symbolized by the buildings we live inside of. Far from being merely the
background, the scenery, for our bodies, a house is the dynamic skeleton of our subjectivity.
When we compare a house and a mind, and consider their relationship, it’s hard to say
which is further interior, which is further exterior. One contains the other, which contains the
other…. And this Russian-nesting-doll game expands to include the ends of the universe, and
contracts to include all the operations of microscopic life. Human consciousness is compelling
though in that it is a consistent bubble of experience that includes itself and everything inside it,
as well as everything that contains it, the universe outside.
The relation of the house to the human is perhaps only an arbitrary example of the
relationship described above. Any space that contains humans at any time could suffice to
describe it. But there’s something unique about a house, or a house-like building: there is a way
that a house or a similar habitual place merges with the body so that we stop noticing it. We
climb the stairs, turn on the stove, stop looking at the walls, with the same unconscious muscle
memory that makes us take our moving feet for granted as we walk, or the neurons that fire as

1

Jacques Lacan, The Four Fundamental Concepts of Psychoanalysis, Book XI, trans. Alan Sheridan
(New York/London: W.W. Norton & Company, Ltd., 1977), 20.
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our minds race. A house is continually, habitually, physically and mentally connected to us: its
windows soothe us, its heating sustains us, its irrational basements and drafty attics scare and
entice us, the furniture affects us in ways that furniture does (“Staircases, ladders, and flights of
stairs, or climbing on these, either upwards or downwards, are symbolic representations of the
sexual act.”2) And in turn, we’re involved with it: we construct it, put up pictures, install shelves
(note how things like pictures and shelves will enmesh themselves back into us, the Möbius strip
continues), we build additions, and we inevitably sell it, demolish it.
Still, though, the brain cells preserve it. The memory of a destroyed house lives on in the
imagination, as the brain cells go on living in another house, and this new house is itself
contained by the brain inside it—until the brain dies, perhaps in another house.

2

Sigmund Freud, The Interpretation of Dreams, trans. James Strachey (New York: Avon Books, 1965)
246.
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3. The Perspective of a Streetlight Described to a Human
Cracks come in the winter because the ground freezes, roots shift, the concrete swells,
and then people drive snowplows over them, ripping the ground up where it’s warped. It usually
gets repaved in the spring, after the snow has melted. People move in, different cars become
regulars, people buy new cars, the lights on cars are all different, the frequency of the clicks of
the turn signal is slightly different on each car—even the same year and model, different click
frequency. The children grow up, move away, come back to “give thanks” during
“Thanksgiving.” The patterns the human adolescents follow are different in frequency and
motivation from, though similar in predictable regularity to those of the birds that come from the
south in the warm months, fashion a brief nest, and move on.
Other light comes on during the day, light from the sun, and it casts my shadow. So,
throughout the day, assuming a clear sky, my shadow moves like this: 1. Large, 2. Slowly
shrinks, 3. Becomes concentrated right below me but doesn’t completely disappear because of
my location in the hemisphere, 4. Crosses to the opposite side of me, 5. Extends in the opposite
direction, until 6. The sun sets, and all shadows become one, all, nothing. Then, when there’s not
enough light to stimulate the photosensitive material in my base, 7. My own bulb switches on,
and I cast my own shadow, and it doesn’t move. This is the situation until the photosensitive
material is activated between 8-14 hours later (this variance depends on the season). I said my
own shadow doesn’t move at night; the exception is 8a. Cars with headlights and 8b. People with
flashlights, which cast stronger and faster-moving shadows. They dim the shadow I cast. Or,
better, they flood it to oblivion. But as I said, they move fast, so for the most part, at night, my
shadow remains the same, cast from my own bulb, the light down across the narrow shaft, the
shadow extending behind.
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The bulb has changed. Low-pressure sodium, high-pressure sodium, LED. So the
temperature and general feeling of the light I send out has changed (warm yellow-orange, cold
white, bluish), as well as what I see reflected on the material and phenomena around me, as well
as the buzzing sound I make (though I’m not sure what has caused this—all I’m sure of is it
hasn’t always been this loud—though I’m actually not sure of that), as well as my interior,
physical composition. I’m still—well it feels like, at least—I’m still the same.
Compared to you, human reader, I’m taller; but that’s not such a big deal. You get used to
your height. It would be just as jarring, at first, for you to suddenly become my height as it would
for you to suddenly be the height of a small human child. But in each case one becomes
accustomed to it. I don’t get vertigo, I don’t get scared of heights. This is also because my
sensations and consciousness are not concentrated in my bulb, as you might imagine, tending to
anthropomorphize things according to your own experiences. I perceive and conceive all over
myself, not just in the area that reminds you of your own head.
It’s never too cold or too hot. I never think to myself, “Oh, it’s getting below zero tonight,
that’s too bad!” It’s never too much anything. As much as I’m not bound by expectations and
therefore desires and disappointments, I’m also not given to experiencing the joys implied by
such fixations. I don’t long for something else, but equally I’m not thrilled by an “especially nice
day.” I don’t feel the desperate, empty throbbing of cold, but I also don’t feel the pregnant
promise of spring. Birdcalls and budding crocuses bring me as much joy, as much pain - that is to
say, none of either - as the smell of diesel from a passing truck, as a car crash.
Describing it like this, it sounds like I long for something else, as if I want to want. Far
from it. I don’t long for anything. I understand people have associations with sights,
temperatures, and smells: with the sensations of autumn, for example, people turn over memories
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of school beginning, of football games. I don’t have these things. Perhaps people would describe
these feelings as “sentimental,” “irrational,” “neuroses”—nonetheless that’s where they find
meaning. These are all things I know but can’t say I identify with. I know it, just as I know a
bird’s life, a squirrel’s life, the lives of bugs that crawl over and inside me, the growing, dying
grass, the leaves dissolving in the puddles. I know all of them because of something similar to
human empathy, but actually more like what humans call “osmosis.” While empathy is a
subjective experience, never truly freed from a human being’s mind, osmosis is a material
phenomenon, happens outside of one’s imagination. This is my daily experience, a constant
stream of osmosis, which, though fluid, invariably leads me back to myself, here, this post.
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Fig. 2: Nick Benfey, Streetlight Interior, 2021. Oil on Canvas over Panel. 14x11 in.
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4. Perspective
Before I began painting, I took pictures pretty seriously. About as seriously as a
17-year-old can take pictures. Joe Deal was my favorite photographer. He was one of the guys in
the 1975 New Topographics exhibition—“Photographs of a Man-Altered Landscape.” He took
pictures from high up and tilted the camera down, which raised the horizon line. Sometimes he
obliterated the horizon altogether. First and foremost, the effect of these photographs is
oppressive. There is no escape to the sky, there is no air to breathe. We’re falling, and our
perspective will be sprawled on the concrete in the next instant.

Fig. 3: Joe Deal, Backyard, Diamond Bar, California, 1980, gelatin silver print, 11 3/16 x 11 1/4 in. Image copyright
J. Paul Getty Museum at the Getty Center, Los Angeles.
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Once the dissonance settles, though, there is a harmonious lift. Unexpectedly, a glowing
sense of relief, almost liberation, begins to radiate from within the photo. And we’re not set free
into the sky or heaven or the usual zones of deliverance, but into the earth. Once Deal focuses on
a sprawling suburban development and composes it gracefully, we see it no longer as a portent of
the end of western civilization, but as an organism with unique life. When we give our attention
to it, it becomes something worth giving attention to. And everything, by extension, is touched
by that attention. Suddenly the man-altered landscape becomes a garden of earthly delights.
When I moved to painting, and specifically, eventually, to landscape painting, I noticed
myself miming Deal’s perspective, raising the horizon line and forcing the viewer to confront the
ground. With inspiration from other traditions (Chinese landscape painting, American folk art,
contemporary technological developments in photography), I see myself as an inheritor not only
of Joe Deal’s perspectival experiments, but of his keen sensitivity to a specifically American
relationship of humanity to earth.
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5. Graveyards
This dewdrop world
Is but a dewdrop world
And yet, and yet Kobayashi Issa, 1763 - 1828

“He had my birthday,” “She died at my age” - some thoughts like these inevitably come
into our heads as we walk through a cemetery. We might imagine our own death day, which we
live every year just like a birthday, though we don’t celebrate it. We become aware of our
temporariness; we realize the profound thinness of everything; it’s all revealed as so many
flickering slides. What is there really, then, if everything we think we know is just this feeble
stream of images? What exists underneath this slideshow? Is there another world beyond this
one? Do we have access to this Really-World during this life?
Top 5 Alltime Grad-Student Namedrop MVP Walter Benjamin has some ideas about this.
The answer is no, we don’t have access to the Really-World. Humans are so firmly in the realm
of ideas, that the best we can hope for is allegory, humanity’s pointing finger to the
Really-World.
In “The Allegorical Impulse: Toward a Theory of Postmodernism,” art historian Craig
Owens outlines Benjamin’s theory, beginning in the Romantic age, in which allegory was
disparaged and the symbol esteemed. Owens describes the relation of symbol to allegory: the
symbol is motivated, it’s intuitively connected to the world, therefore it promises a connection
between humans and the Really-World.3 The Romantic symbol was like a Platonic form: bound
in essence to the objects and phenomena in the Really-World. Allegory, on the other hand, is
conventional, unmotivated, concerned with turning “real” things into mere concepts. “Allegory is
3

Craig Owens, “The Allegorical Impulse: Toward a Theory of Postmodernism.” October, Vol. 12, 1980,
82-83. http://www.jstor.org/stable/778575.
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extravagant.”4 On the road to Truth, allegory seems like an impediment as opposed to the
symbol’s direct route. But actually, as it turns out, it’s more of a necessary detour on the way to
the destination, as opposed to a bridge that will definitely collapse. The symbol, Benjamin
believes, begins with the false promise that we humans can connect to the Really-World.5
Allegory, on the other hand, begins by acknowledging that this connection is impossible, and
proceeds with the pointing finger, trying to preserve the traces of the Really-World which it
perceives as in a constant state of decay, never really present to us, always vanishing.
(According to Owens, Benjamin doesn’t actually juxtapose symbol and allegory as
opposites, though it may seem like it at first. Instead, he says that the Romantic symbol is an
artificial isolation nested within the allegorical impulse.6 Father Allegory absorbs all.)
If this attitude sounds a bit melancholy about the state of the world and humanity’s role in
it, that’s because it is. It follows from the allegorist’s form - preserving traces of an
ever-vanishing world - that “an appreciation of the transience of things, and the concern to rescue
them for eternity, is one of the strongest impulses in allegory.”7 Allegory’s specific treatment of
the Really-World - acknowledging an unbridgeable gap, and attempting to point to it and thereby
preserve it in signs nonetheless - is what causes the allegorical attitude - the mournful,
melancholic meditation on transience.
Importantly, though, the allegorical impulse does not find its conclusion in this depressive
state: “The intention does not faithfully rest in the contemplation of bones, but unfaithfully leaps
forward to the idea of resurrection.”8 The conclusion of allegory is not a predictable melancholia,
but a contradictory, transcendent, religious upheaval. To note the kinship between Benjamin’s
4

Ibid,” 83.
Bainard Cowan, “Walter Benjamin’s Theory of Allegory,” New German Critique, Vol. 22 (1981): 111,
https://www.jstor.org/stable/487866.
6
Ibid 111.
7
Walter Benjamin, quoted in Owens, “The Allegorical Impulse,” 71.
8
Benjamin, quoted in Cowan, “Walter Benjamin’s Theory,” 119.
5
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allegory and religion, we need only look to the Bible, whose entire structure is the appropriation
of natural objects into collective imagery - in a word, allegory.9
In a graveyard we are reminded that we are visitors. And the headstone is one of our best
allegories. Gazing on it, we contemplate not only the buried bones that so closely resemble our
own, but the unfaithful leap toward the resurrection as well.

Fig. 4: Nick Benfey, Green-Wood Cemetery, 2020, oil and acrylic on canvas, 43x71 in.

9

Cowan, “Walter Benjamin’s Theory,” 116.
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